
DIGITAL FOOTPRINT
-By Julia-

HOW MIGHT YOUR DIGITAL
FOOTPRINT AFFECT YOUR
FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES?
 

DESCRIBE AT LEAST THREE
STRATEGIES THAT YOU CAN USE TO
KEEP YOUR DIGITAL FOOTPRINT
APPROPRIATE AND SAFE.

 If getting a negative comment you can email them back or connect to

them to figure the problem out. 

Privacy settings should always be on. Sometimes during the period of

using social media the privacy setting could just turn off so check

everytime to make sure it is on. 

In each period of time search up yourself so you know what is up in the

internet about you so you have a longer time of taking it down.
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1. Going to a job that take things very seriously will check your background. For example, the last

company you worked with, your posts, your friends posts and if it shows behaviors that the company

doesn't want then they can reject your application. 70% of the human resource professionals will look at

the information to consider if they want you a the job.

 

 

2.Applying to got to another school. When going to a private school there is a test, after is a interview.

For the people who passes the schools will look into their accounts check what kind of behaviors do

they have and some people don't show great behaviors then they will be elimanated.



WHAT INFORMATION DID YOU LEARN THAT
YOU WOULD PASS ON TO OTHER STUDENTS?
HOW WOULD YOU GO ABOUT TELLING
THEM?

 I would 100% tell my friend and family to turn their accounts into private.

If the account is private, accept only the people that you know. 

 I would tell my friends and family to only post pictures that is okay to post. 

Also ask others whether if it is okay to post their pictures. 

Check the internet security. Sometime when using wifi the internet could take your information. 

Limite down the amount of private information that is up in the browser.

Create a safe password(long password, hard passwords).  
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PROPER TIPS FOR GOOGLING/ ONLINE
SEARCHING SECTION
DESCRIBE TWO POSSIBLE SEARCH TOOLS TO
NARROW THE FOCUS OF YOUR SEARCHES

 Searching a quote: search with quotation marks ("")

 This only helps with quote from a website or from a book. When putting the quotation marks

in it just helps with your narrowing down the websites to the websites that just have the

quotes or related to the quotes. 

 Use (site:url): this can narrow it down to what kind of url it is. 

The good thing about using this is it could limit down many of the websites you don't want to

see. 
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This is an improper search. I search up " spaceship

information" and alot more websites popped up. This is

not going to help my research because Wikipedia

popped up and anyone could change anything on

Wikipedia so it is not a great source to use. 

 

The Citation: 

"Space Shuttle And International Space Station." NASA

2019. Web. 8 Oct. 2019.

https://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy/about/inform

ation/shuttle_faq.html 

 

 

HOW TO SEE IF THE SOURCE IS RELIABLE?
 

 The CRAAP: C= Currency. R=Relevance, A=Authority, A=Accuracy, P=Purpose. 

Currency: You will first check the time if the publishing or the update to see if it is up to date.

Relevance: Is the information you need there and is the information relevant to what you need or

going off topic. 

Authority: Where is it from, who created the information, looking from the URL what does it tell you?

Accuracy:Does the information make sense? Does the information tells you exactly what they want

they want to sell you?

Purpose: Why did anyone make these website in the first place? 
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PERSONAL NETWORK LEARNING SECTION 

WHAT IS A PLN?
A PLN in my perspective is how people gather online with the same purpose to learn the same

subject. They usually gather on a social media to talk to each other or send picture or other ways of

communicating to each other. Some of the ways of communicating is Instagram, Twitter, Facebook,

YouTube, Snapchat, WeChat, Skype, and Etc.

 

 
 

WHAT DOES MY PLN LOOK LIKE?
I I like to use Instagram and WeChat as my PLN. The reason that I use these two apps is because it

is easier to communicate with it and most of my friends and family has it. On Instagram most of my

followers are my friends only a few are family members, but it is the opposite from WeChat.

Something that I like about both of the apps is they are able to voice record and that helps when i

need to communicate really fast. 

 


